
   
 

 

Steph G (host): Welcome to Harder to Kill Radio, a top-rated health and fitness podcast. 
It's Steph Gaudreau, your host. This show is all about finding out what it 
takes to build unbreakable humans and passing that knowledge on to you 
so you can unleash your inner badass and change the world. We have 
another amazing guest on the show this week so let's do this. You're 
here, I'm here. This is episode 73 of Harder to Kill Radio. Today, I'm 
welcoming a really wonderful friend of mine and somebody who's actually 
been on the show in the past way back when the show had just started in 
season one. I'm really excited to welcome back, Taylor Gage of She 
Thrives. We're going to be talking about so many juicy topics today 
specifically about fitness and nutrition and I can't wait to share her 
perspective with you. It's awesome.  

 Okay. Time to jump in. Thanks so much for tuning in to this episode so 
Harder to Kill Radio. I'm really excited because I am bringing back on the 
show today someone who has been a former guest and so if you know 
your Harder to Kill Radio trivia maybe you will be able to cast your mind 
back. This is like to the teen episodes of the show over probably two 
years ago at this point so I'm really excited to welcome Taylor Gage from 
She Thrives back to the podcast because it's been a hot minute so 
Taylor, welcome, first of all. 

Taylor O: Thank you so much. I'm so excited to be here. 

Steph G (host): I'm excited too. You know, it's interesting when I take a look back and see 
folks I've had on the show before and what are they up to now. I really 
wanted to have you back on the podcast because there's been ... I don't 
know, there's been such a palpable evolution going on with you and 
yourself maybe personally and your business and I think it's wonderful the 
way that you're branching out into the world and moving the conversation 
past the typical nutrition and workout stuff, although that's certainly is still 
part of what you do but nevertheless very, very cool to see your evolution. 
I want to get into a lot of that stuff with you. Then also, we're going to try 
to make it through this recording today without any more glitches because 
we just had the auxiliary clips happened a couple hours ago. I swear, this 
technology is acting up where it's usually pretty good. We're going to try 
to make it through without any audio issues but it doesn't seem like the 
universe is on our side today when it comes to that. You got to see the 
eclipse almost in totality, right? 

Taylor O: Almost, almost. It's very cool. Yeah, our very nice neighbors lent us their 
glasses which was a big upgrade from the pin hole cardboard box I was 
looking through so that was pretty cool. Yeah, I've never seen anything 
like it. It was very neat. I think the coolest part was like the shadows it 
cast and just the overall, it was very eerie but super cool.  

Steph G (host): Yeah, we didn't get to see very much of it down here because in San 
Diego I think we had fairly 60% totality so it did get kind of it was like 



   
 

somebody just turned down the dimness on their phone screen. They're 
like, "I think it's not quite normal." In any case, I'm glad that you're here. I 
know we've had you on the show before but give us the sort of snapshot 
story of your own personal journey. Now you wear a lot of different hats, I 
feel like sort of almost like me. You're a crossfit coach, you're a 
phenomenal photographer, you do lots of other stuff in between. How did 
you get to this point? What's different with She Thrives? I'm just 
interested to hear you give us the lowdown. 

Taylor O: She Thrives, you're right. The last time we spoke I actually had a 
business partner and I was doing the blog with my dear friend, Morgan. 
When we started the blog she was pregnant and obviously had her baby 
and then just life just got really intense for her really fast as to be 
expected and so she realized that she needed to step away to just focus 
on her family which made perfect sense and I totally understood. She's 
still a great friend. I took the blog, it became mine instead of ours and so 
it's been just kind of growing over the last couple of years and just 
wandering the path of my own health journey to be honest. I feel like I 
was just talking to my Snapchat the other day explaining that more often 
than not the things that I'm currently writing about in the blog are things 
that I'm either going through or facing in some capacity in my own life 
because I feel like this concept ... 

 I heard it, I can't remember where I heard it but I love it and it's we teach 
what we need to learn. I feel like I use that, I use the blog as my own way 
of learning these own life lessons through my own journey. It's all over the 
place sometimes and sometimes it's a little bit more focused. It really 
depends on where I'm at but it's been really fun using that as an outlet to 
just express my own health and wellness journey. It's been very fun. 

Steph G (host): I think that's really awesome that I'm not alone then because sometimes 
the things that I write about as well are things that I'm sort of processing 
in some way or just looking for a clarity on or reminders to myself. I think 
it's easy to look out into Instagram or someone's website and think, "Oh, 
that person has it all nailed and yay for them," like they don't understand 
where I'm at. Man, it's quite the opposite sometimes. 

Taylor O: It's really true and that feeling of like looking out into the internet and just 
feeling like, "Oh, shit, I am so far behind." That's something that I really 
struggled with this summer and it really got the best of me and I did write 
a post about it just kind of like how I had to just literally delete apps off my 
phone for like a week or two and just bury myself in books to kind of find 
that clarity because it is really loud out there and everybody is in some 
way or another kind of whether they are saying it or not I feel like if you're 
in a particular mindset it's really easy to just be like, "Yeah, they have it all 
figured out. I'm way behind. I don't know what I'm doing." It was a real 
actually kind of pleasant realization in its own way to realize that you 
know what, nobody, nobody has their shit together. They may in some 
kind of pocket of their life but nobody has it all figured out. We're all in a 



   
 

process, it's trial and error so it's been just as much of that for me as 
anybody else lately. 

Steph G (host): Was there some sort of like epiphany that you had then with this feeling 
like you're so far behind or something in your life that caused that feeling 
to crop up for you? Is there something on your agenda? I don't know, did 
it just slowly come about to you? I'm interested, what was the genesis of 
that feeling? 

Taylor O: Looking back, I don't really know if I could pinpoint to a specific series of 
events but I've always known that for me I've always wanted to own my 
own business and I've always wanted to just like pursue the 
entrepreneurial, that word, I can't, entrepreneurial, thank you so much, 
lifestyle. It's always been something I'm interested in and I feel like with 
my blog in particular, I feel like it's always been a wonderful outlet and I've 
always enjoyed it and the purpose when I started it and still to this day is 
literally just an outlet like I was just saying I use it as my own diary in 
some ways to just work through things and that's always been the case.  

 However, I feel like I always kind of had one foot in the pit and then like 
you were saying earlier, I was running a crossfit box as the head coach 
there and putting in a lot of time there and then I also have a photography 
business and then a blog. Yeah, I was getting pulled a lot of ways and I 
felt like I couldn't really like commit to it as much and I just would see it. I 
don't know. I've been so in love with it but feel like I couldn't really give it 
everything I needed and then I think that kind of started that feeling of 
looking out into the world and everybody else could commit as much time 
and really kind of set their businesses off and it became you get into your 
own, it's easy I feel like to just get into your own head when you're in that 
space to begin with.  

 I literally truly deleted apps from my phone. I went down on a little 
vacation. My husband was actually going down to a bachelor party so he 
was busy the whole weekend and then I just hold up in his parent's house 
down in L.A. and just I read through a bunch of books and my phone got 
thrown away basically. It was really cool to come out the other side and I 
just felt really refreshed. It was a little mental vacation. I cleared out just 
the noise in my own brain more than anything and organized and felt so 
much better at the other side of that. That was a big deal and it allowed 
me the focus that I have now with the blog. I mean it was hard but it 
ultimately was a nice little realization. 

Steph G (host): That's the double-edged sword that we're dealing with if we have an 
online business. I mean, if you are an entrepreneur, you're self-employed, 
and you have let's say a brick and mortar business, although I mean I 
hate to use an example like that because everybody seems to have some 
sort of digital component these days whether you have a physical location 
and social media to support that or website to support your physical 
location. Let's just imagine, you have a business where you're completely 
brick and mortar and you don't have that online aspect to it, I mean, I 



   
 

don't know, sometimes I feel like we get ... We're in this social media 
online world and it's on one hand I know you talk a lot about self-care like 
you were just talking about this, "I'm so far behind," yet how do you stay 
plugged in too? That's like the million dollar question I feel like. 

Taylor O: I mean, that's why I've been writing about it because it's a journey to 
figure it out just as much as your own health journey, it's your own mental 
health journey and I feel like that plays such a role like social media is 
everywhere and there's so much noise coming at you in so many 
directions and it's really hard sometimes to just turn down the volume and 
tune in to yourself. There's value in that and I'm still learning how to do it 
but it's an important thing to do absolutely.  

Steph G (host): I will fully admit and I've admitted this many times that my phone and 
social media usage is something that I struggle with. I don't have a 
healthy relationship with my technology and my devices at all.  

Taylor O: It's so hard though, it's so hard. It's hard for everybody. It really is.  

Steph G (host): What are some ways that you've included boundaries in your daily life 
because I know you told this story about how you went on a little 
weekend and basically threw your phone away. How are you managing 
that on more of a daily basis? 

Taylor O: First thing I did was absolutely turn off every single notification and noise 
your phone can make like Facebook and Instagram and Gmail and 
whatever apps that are going on. All they got turned off so that I'm not just 
pulled in to any ting and sound, it's all off. That really, I feel like if you're 
going to do nothing else, that's a really great place to start because it 
allows you to at least even if you're doing it a lot, at least you're reaching 
for the phone on your own terms and you're not just getting pulled out of 
whatever you're currently doing to look at something. I also I stuck to this 
for quite a bit, I gotten guilty in the last couple of weeks actually I've 
noticed myself slipping, but I also started not allowing myself to look at my 
phone once I get in the bed which was a really bad habit for me. 

 I just sit there and scroll and scroll and scroll and more Snapchats and 
then stories, whatever and YouTube videos. I had to just say no phone 
allowed in bed. The only thing I'm going to do is read during that time. 
That I think was a big help because that allowed me to really use that 
time for self-growth and improvement instead of just compare and look 
and see what everybody else is doing and really use that time for 
something really good instead of absolutely wasted. Those are the two of 
the biggest things that really helped set those boundaries a little bit.  

Steph G (host): Yeah, for sure. We have a similar rule with no technology in the bedroom. 
I think it was Joy and Claire from Girls Gone WOD Podcast. They recently 
posted a little meme that said something like, "Scrolling is the new 
smoking," and I was like, it hit me right in the gut.  



   
 

Taylor O: It's addictive, right? It's the same thing. You're on there all day, it is kind of 
like smoking too in the sense that it's a facade, it's a feeling of this social 
experience, right, like it's the same thing. Yeah, it's tricky. It's a slippery 
slope. 

Steph G (host): I think we're in the same age bracket where we didn't have phones when 
we were babies. We didn't have it when we were little kids. It's interesting 
to see how folks in our peer group have faced this like weird pseudo 
coming of age sort of technology. I don't know, it's a really weird thing. I 
thought that your post on finding identity in the digital age was really 
awesome and I'm glad you wrote it because it made me think a lot. 

Taylor O: Thank you. Thank you. I mean, I didn't have any answers in there and like 
I said, I still don't but those are just things that I'm working through and 
like I said, there's so much noise coming at you from every way. People 
are like I mean, we know, everybody knows, people are assholes on the 
internet and you can just hop on there and say whatever the fuck you 
want like to pretty much no consequence. Especially when things are 
heated, it's intense out there and it's really hard to find your way.  

Steph G (host): For sure. Switching topics just a little bit because your image and 
statement for She Thrives is to help strong women living the real food and 
functional fitness lifestyle which I really love the way you say that because 
although you're a proponent of crossfit you say functional fitness, I guess 
leave the door open a little bit more and then you said real food. Recently, 
you also wrote a post about why you moved away from using the term 
paleo to describe what you do or not what you do necessarily but the way 
your nutrition philosophy and what you're doing in your own daily life. I'm 
interested if you can speak to that a little bit more and talk about labels 
and boxes and some of what you talked about in the post. 

Taylor O: I actually was very surprised by the amount of feedback I got from that 
post which I was really blown away because I think it's something a lot of 
people kind of struggle with too. This really kind of ties into what we're just 
talking about because I feel like with a lot of this stuff it's like you're on 
one side of the fence or you're on the other. There's really not a lot of like 
nuance allowed and that's not reality, like reality is like it's not that simple 
so for me yes, I was pretty paleo. I'm using air quotes every time here, 
paleo for like a year. It changed everything for me, it really did like I'm so 
grateful for it. It cured my atrocious acid reflux, illuminated me to a bunch 
of food sensitivities I had. At the time, really helped my performance in 
the gym. It did a ton for me.  

 It really revolutionized, I mean, I was coming out of basically being like a 
vegetarian for a decade. It really revolutionized how I was eating and 
feeling and just my awareness and relationship with food just it was 
awesome. I still to this day if someone comes to me and says what's step 
one in finding how I should eat, that's absolutely where I would send them 
because it's a great place to figure that stuff out. After a little bit of time, I 
also did macro tracking for like another year or so. I feel like I got my, and 



   
 

this is something that I talk about in my course which called the Nutrition 
Lab, it's just coming soon, again, I think by the time this will air. 

 Starting with the quality of your food and then moving to the quantity 
because they're both pretty important, really helped me kind of find my 
own kind of path and what I like to eat and what I enjoy and what I 
actually eat in my day-to-day life. It just got to a place where, this 
happened, this summer I was at a wedding and I met somebody and I 
said that I was a crossfit coach. The first question I get is, "Are you 
paleo?" I feel like that happens a lot, I don't know. I was like, "No, I mean, 
yeah. Yeah, I guess. I mean I kind of." They didn't give a shit but i just 
kept trying to explain this stupid thing and then I was like, why am I ... 
Just say no because I'm not. I just feel like the label for me was becoming 
more of it was holding me back more than it was setting me free I guess I 
should say.  

 There was definitely a time where it really set me free and I'm not right 
there right now. I just said no and I have my own kind of eating strategy I 
guess you could say or plan or whatever and it's very individual to me just 
like yours is very individual to you. That's that. It felt good honestly to kind 
of take those boundaries away and kind of find my own deal.  

Steph G (host): I mean, I'm not asking you to give me a breakfast, lunch and dinner 
rundown but what are some of the highlights like how would you describe 
the way you eat to somebody who asks? 

Taylor O: I would definitely say that it's so based in this like real food concept, it's 
not like I'm eating frozen Jenny Craig dinners every night but I don't avoid 
grains except for quinoa and gluten because those are really, really 
massive so I don't touch those under any circumstances. I had popcorn 
on a regular basis and I eat rice all the time and that kind of stuff. I'm also 
just like I don't freak out about stuff like canola oil and stuff that I know 
that's like not super weird for me but like the world doesn't end if I eat at a 
restaurant. I'm not losing my mind over it. I have a little bit more of an 
even keel I guess in my own mindset about it more than anything else. It's 
like I'm still loosely you could argue based off like if you look at a 
spectrum of the standard American diet and a paleo diet, I'm for sure over 
closer to the paleo diet. I have protein shakes and I'll eat a Quest bar. I 
don't lose my mind about it. 

Steph G (host): Do you feel like that's relieved some stress out of the equation for you? 

Taylor O: Kind of and I'll also say this story too that I was thinking of, it just popped 
into my mind about I was watching I think it was Jen Widerstrom, do you 
know who she is?  

Steph G (host): I do, yeah. 

Taylor O: She's big in the fitness industry and health industry. There was a time, 
this is a couple years ago that I was watching, she was doing like a 



   
 

Facebook Live like Q&A and I think I just popped on and just listened for 
a little bit. Somebody I think asked her I think it was like point blank like, 
"Is Crystal Light ... " the beverage drink stuff, "Is Crystal Light bad for 
me?" She like repeated the question. I'm sitting, I'm looking at the screen, 
I'm shaking my head like yes, oh my god like definitely like I can't wait to 
see how she's going to answer this. She thinks about it and she goes, 
"No, no, it's not. I know it depends on your goals and it might be 
something that might move you a little bit further away from your goals 
especially if it's something that you're doing a lot but no, it's not bad for 
you." My brain exploded. 

 I was like, "I can't believe she just said that." Then, I mean, it's obviously 
stuck with me for a couple of years and to me I just like that mentality. No, 
it's not bad for you. It's not a bad food. It's not bad. Is it going to get you 
closer to your health goals like your fitness goals, whatever you're 
chasing or working towards? I mean, who's to say? It depends on what's 
going on but is it bad for you? No. I feel like taking that word, by the way, 
not that paleo ever says that these are bad for you or you shouldn't or 
whatever but if it's within a box, there's always kind of an in or an out. I 
just really like taking the box away and just leveling the playing field and 
just having a little bit more of a freedom with these choices.  

Steph G (host): I love that. It's so awesome to hear that approach. I'm glad you talked 
about at the beginning, it's very helpful for you to just wrap your brain 
around that. You know, changed the way I'm eating and then how do you 
do that with any guidelines? I have someone of a similar story as well to 
the point where it's like how can you be eating your strict diets seven and 
a half years later. Right? It doesn't make any sense. My least favorite 
question in the entire world is, "Is blank paleo?" I just want to scream to 
the person asking me that. 

Taylor O: I know.  

Steph G (host): It drives me crazy.  

Taylor O: Yeah, it's a hard thing to figure out. Are there people who like need to eat 
that way for health purposes? Of course. Actually, my friend Morgan who 
I started this blog with is one of those people. She absolutely has to 
adhere to that kind of strict diet or she goes and just have some real 
health issues. That is its own thing and I completely respect that. If you're 
just kind of making decisions based on what you think you should be 
doing or shouldn't be doing, then that's a whole different thread that we're 
pulling out there and I think that needs to be looked at.  

Steph G (host): Absolutely. Do you find that with the clients that you work with and even 
maybe the folks that you coach in the gym, what are some of the biggest 
misconceptions around maybe let's not say paleo but maybe just a real 
food way of eating that folks come across with when they work with you. 



   
 

Taylor O: It's hard because it really depends on where they're at because there are 
really important lessons that I feel like people should spend some time 
learning in their own life. I feel like for me. I might not make a lot of friends 
with this but for me I think sugar is one of those things that people are so, 
so, so afraid of right now. Especially in the real food world or whatever. I 
see people being like really scared if there's a sugar in the ingredient list 
at all and listen, again, there's definitely lessons to be learned there and I 
don't think that we should all be going home and like consuming a shit ton 
of sugar all the time but I feel like it's gotten to a point that people are so 
scared of it. I don't think it's something to really fear if you know what's 
going on, if you know how your body rocks with it and if you keep your 
intake at like moderate but you know if you're not going overboard all the 
damn time it's not going to kill you.  

 It's going to be okay. I see, I do think people really fear sugar and I just 
want to be like, "You know, it's going to be okay." I would also say I feel 
like the whole thing with clean eating and the words around that, it falls 
back into that good bad paradigm. I think that is a struggle for people too 
because again, just with the sugar thing, there is something to be gleaned 
from like reading your ingredient labels and like sticking to real food. Not 
eating stuff with ingredient list that go on for days but if you're getting 
obsessive, if you're not touching anything that isn't, "clean," or falling into 
some unhealthy behavior it's like really what are you ... I don't know, at 
what point are you doing more damage than you are good in my book. 

Steph G (host): For sure. Is there some lesson that you like to pass on to folks that you 
work with about quantification because you talked about the difference 
between quality and quantity and you know I still from people who are just 
now hearing about paleo and they come to the blog for whatever reason 
and they sort of describe what they're eating and it's like, "A jar of nut 
butter and I just eat at will and I can't figure out why I'm not making any 
progress."  

Taylor O: I know. It happens a lot.  

Steph G (host): It does. I think we get this idea that it can be completely unrestricted and 
for a lot of people that just doesn't work very well. Are there lessons that 
you pass on to folks regarding including something regarding portions or 
quantification or keep an eyeball on your three macro nutrients without 
getting into the obsessive realm eater. 

Taylor O: Absolutely, it's an interesting line to walk because I feel like your end 
result here, what you're trying to get to is total freedom from all these 
bullshit. I feel like step one and step two for that process is actually kind 
of bringing some barriers in a little bit and really like tuning some stuff out 
so that you can really find the clarity for yourself to then walk out the other 
side and know what decisions to make. With the paleo thing, finding the 
quality of the food, that's step one in my program. It's really important to 
just do some elimination and figure out what's working and what isn't and 



   
 

be able to just cut the noise so you can hear your body when it's saying 
something. 

 Then, exactly what you just said is people are elbow deep in a jar of 
peanut butter. I mean, it's peanut butter, it's protein, whatever, it's good 
stuff but right, at some point there is a time where we can go too far with 
some of these, "good," whatever, foods. It does happen a lot. Portion 
sizes and not only portion sizes in a single serving of something on my 
plate but what I personally consume throughout the course of a day is 
something that I learned from tracking macros and I do think there is 
value there too. It doesn't need to be obsessive, it doesn't need to be 
down to the perfect gram but just tuning in. That stuff can be crazy eye 
opening because you think of a tablespoon of almond butter or peanut 
butter and you think you're going to scoop your spoon in and take it out 
and put on top of whatever you're pitting it on.  

 Actually, what you're scooping out with a kitchen spoon is probably closer 
to three or four tablespoons and that stuff adds up. It's simple as that. It 
really does and so just having an awareness of what a real tablespoon of 
that stuff looks like with a real serving of your favorite snack in front of the 
TV looks like really, really can make a difference for people. Then, also, 
making sure that they're getting enough food because I feel like that's a 
mistake that I see a lot of pretty much everyone. In my gym, women 
everywhere who are training a lot just aren't eating enough and so I feel 
like starting with bringing that protein baseline way up, turning that knob, 
turning it up really can help balance out not only some of the other 
cravings that you have throughout the day but your overall just feeling of 
energy and performance in the gym and just the list goes on.  

 It really can change a lot. Yes, I definitely think there's value to tracking or 
weighting or whatever. It doesn't need to be forever but just tuning into it 
and having an awareness about it really gives you the knowledge to be 
able to move forward in just a better, more informed way.  

Steph G (host): It's so true. I'm glad you sort of brought that up. It's almost like the 
mindset piece of nutrition. It's like how do you view this changes that 
you're trying to make. I mean, diet, I'm sure that many, many women that 
you work with across the board, so many people are coming from healing 
this dieting mentality. You got people, what they've learned, right, they've 
learned to just eat smaller and smaller portions or not aware of what an 
actual serving looks like just because portion distortion is such a huge 
thing. Yet, the message that's so strongly portrayed I mean, you've been 
in the real food community, if we're being honest, and even in the crossfit 
community I don't think we're immune from it. It's like being your leanest, 
most [jacked 00:30:59] self. I mean, I don't know I think those messages 
carry over and it seep into our brains a little bit. 

Taylor O: Yeah, it's tough. If you got your eyes set on something and you want to 
chase like a body fat percentage or a number on the scale like far be it 
from me to tell you not to do that. If you want to do that, it's your 



   
 

prerogative. I mean, that's your life. It's your journey but having that 
always like you said kind of yelled at you from the internet, it becomes 
really grading and really difficult to figure out what's right and how you're 
supposed to navigate all these nonsense.  

Steph G (host): For sure. Thinking now to the training aspect of what you do, recently, not 
too recently but I would say a few months ago you decided to try 
something different with your training which I think is really awesome 
because again, people are like, "Oh, Taylor, She Thrives, okay, she's the 
crossfit chic she could just crossfit and put crossfit on her Instagram and 
it's all about WODs and functional fitness and stuff like that," but you 
recently took a diversion from that. Can you tell us about what that was 
like in terms of the training? More of like the mindset as well of 
introducing some change into what you're doing and how that played out.  

Taylor O: Yeah, absolutely. It was really fun. What I did was The Bigness Project 
which is a program developed by Kourtney Thomas and I have a whole 
blog post about it too if anybody is just like, "What is that?" Whatever, I 
have a whole post about it if you want to check it out. It's a hypotrophy 
program or body building in other words. I did it for I don't know, it's like 
15 weeks so it's a pretty good stretch of time and it was awesome. I 
really, really liked it. I had these fantasies about being able to do that five 
days a week and crossfit three or four days a week. That lasted me about 
one week and then I was like nope, that's not happening. My crossfit went 
down to maybe two WODs a week and this was really my focus for that 
stretch of time. Like I said, it was awesome. I definitely put on some 
muscle. I really do want to start the program again.  

 I don't know when this is going to air but I do want to start this program 
again some time soon because I just loved it. Something interesting 
happened. I got bigger as promised, right, that's the goal. It's difficult first 
of all to gain muscle without a little bit of fat, that's just how your bodies 
work, right. It's not like you're just going to gain a shit ton and be super 
ripped all at once. It's a process. I definitely got a little bit of [fluff 00:33:57] 
going while I was eating to gain muscle on the program and I just really, 
really like the way my body looked like [inaudible 00:34:10] looks I should 
say like it's a lot bigger and it's a lot more muscular and I'm really, really 
fucking into it. I think it's awesome. Some clothes don't fit right now. 

 I'm struggling, oh well, it's my price to pay for looking like a badass so I 
really enjoyed it and I just thought it was an interesting twist from crossfit. 
Instead of just like go, go, go, it was a real slow down because it's a lot of 
tempo work so your reps are really slow and it's interesting. It was really 
fun though, I loved it. I really did.  

Steph G (host): You touched on something that I think happens a lot, right, within will 
come to me and they say things like, okay, I want to get stronger and so 
they start lifting some weights even if it's not necessarily along the lines of 
hypotrophy type program which would be introducing things like tempo 
and higher reps and stuff like that. They do more of a typical starting 



   
 

strength basic, strength training where they're doing maybe sets of five at 
a moderate to heavyweight. Even still their strength increases and then 
they're like, "Oh, I got bigger." There's often some panic there.  

Taylor O: Yeah. 

Steph G (host): I don't know, can you speak to that? You mentioned some of your clothes 
were tighter, oh well, I mean, how do either work through that personally 
or help women in your coaching practice who are like, "Well, I got 
stronger but I also got bigger. Now, I don't like the fact that I got bigger. 
Can I just get stronger without getting bigger?" This is like a cyclical 
conversation you end up having. 

Taylor O: I know, it not always true. Strength is mass, right, you can do some stuff 
to tinker with that like over the course of a lot of time not like in two ... You 
can do really dialing macros or whatever. You can pick and play with 
some stuff to change it but really at the end of the day, strength, you're 
going to get bigger. That's what stronger means and for most people. I 
will definitely say I finished The Bigness Project and we went, my 
husband and I went on a road trip to Colorado and back for one of our 
friend who got married. We took like ten days or two weeks and we're like 
in the car a lot and eating whatever like I was on vacation. 

 I got back from that and there's definitely I will be very frank, there's a 
moment where after living like that because it ended up turning into about 
a month of that where I looked in the mirror I was like, "Whoa, whoa, 
whoa, I don't really recognize myself anymore." I feel like that's important 
to say out loud because I've been there. I know that feeling too, that 
happens. Then I was like, you know what, first of all, I'm so much stronger 
than I was. Second of all, if I just decide at any given time that I want to 
change the direction of this, I can do that. It's not like I'm going to be in 
any particular and any of these like bodies or whatever or season I should 
say of my journey forever. There are things that you pass through and 
you learn things from and you take into your next season. 

 There's a minute where I was like, "Whoa," man, I literally looked at 
myself I was like, it's fine. It's over. I feel like people get so stressed out 
about looking in the mirror, looking in the mirror, and then just freak out 
about what you just said about oh my gosh I'm getting bigger. It's okay. I 
don't know how else to put it except that it's okay. It's really okay. If you 
really decide that for whatever reason you just don't like it, you don't like 
it, you can change it. You really can. I feel like taking some of that control 
back and realizing that you can stir the ship anyway you want to but it's 
important to remember to be present in each of these seasons and just 
take them for what they are instead of feeling like it's the end all be all.  

Steph G (host): Maybe it's not conscious but it's this idea that we're going to be this ... We 
know change is inevitable, right. Change is scary for people because it's 
the unknown even if they're in a situation they don't necessarily like and 
they want to change and do something different, the new different maybe 



   
 

better thing, it's still scary because it's change. Do you think there's an 
aspect there that's like I want to hold on to what I had or what I've had in 
the past and just like because it's familiar? 

Taylor O: Yeah, I mean, I think anytime especially when it comes to appearances 
like literally if you're looking in the mirror and it's something new, that can 
take adjusting because you see that image all the time and if it's all of a 
sudden something you don't really recognize, you got to take a minute 
absolutely I think that's an element for sure. I guess I feel like if you just 
view this whole thing as a process and as seasons of growth instead of 
like whether you're ... I don't know, no matter where you fall in the 
spectrum or how you see yourself when you look in the mirror like it's 
tough that it evolves. 

 It evolves and it's going to evolve like you said, change is inevitable and 
so just kind of appreciating where you are now, accepting the fact that it's 
the present and this is what's going on and you're here right now and 
you're alive and that's freaking awesome. Then just taking whatever you 
have for you into the next season is all you can do. I think that's changing 
the lens I think out a little bit on how you see yourself, the current state of 
your body I think can do a lot to take fear or not great feelings and just 
turn them into acceptance and positivity. 

Steph G (host): Absolutely. To what extent for you is purpose really important in all of 
that? 

Taylor O: In what way? 

Steph G (host): Just a sense of why you're doing it. Really just staying connected to why it 
matters to you.  

Taylor O: That I think has evolved over time as I think it does for a lot of people as 
well. Back way, way, way back when I started crossfit, I was still like a 
pack a day smoker when I started crossfit. I just was in this, "I want to get 
not soft mode," or whatever. I don't know, I must join a gym and then 
crossfit grew into all of a sudden I want to be better in there. I really want 
to just perform better so I ended up quitting smoking and then a few 
months later I found paleo like I dialed in my nutrition. Then, I did that for 
a while and then I was like, okay now I just want to be healthy. I just want 
to be as healthy as possible. Then it transformed over the next couple of 
years, I was like now I want to get good. 

 I want to get really good, really dial in my nutrition and so then I did some 
macro. It's really evolved and where I am right now I think it hard to say I 
don't really know, I do feel like I'm kind of in between some things like just 
coming off the tail end of The Bigness Project and finding my way back 
into crossfit again. I haven't been away from it that long but anybody who 
does crossfit knows you take a little bit time off and man it is hard to get 
back in. I'm finding my way through there right now. For me, I think what it 
really boils down to is just being content and being happy in my own skin. 



   
 

 What that actually looks and feels like I think really changes as I kind of 
grow and get older and whatever but for me I just need to feel good in my 
own skin. If I go through a stretch of time where I just had been eating a 
certain way or not training enough, I just don't feel good in my skin. I just 
don't feel I have a lot of energy. I don't know how to explain it. Just feeling 
of just like am I into this or am I not into this? It really boils down to that. 
Chasing that feeling of just like digging how I feel is really the bottom line 
for purpose at least for me.  

Steph G (host): Thanks for sharing that. I think what you related there and your stories 
actually are very common of what people experience often. When they 
come out, I won't say come out the other side because I don't really ... I'm 
not one that's like, oh the journey is over. I can just like sit here and have 
fun just to say like screw it all but I think there is something when you look 
back after several years and see where this trajectory is taking you, I 
mean I can't say that when I started doing paleo and crossfit because I 
started doing them within about eight months of each other.  

 Paleo first then crossfit. I look back and I'm like, I didn't join because I 
was like I want to change my life or like I didn't start eating paleo because 
I was like I want to change my life. I think sometimes even when I relay 
that story to people I'm like, "Okay, but wait a minute. You have to 
understand that my motivation when I started wasn't this like it can be life 
transforming," and I think there are a lot of people who want to get started 
and they're like, "But I don't have that, I'm not at that spot yet." 

Taylor O: That's why I don't want to give anybody a hard time for whatever they feel 
like they need to show up in a gym or to show up in our kitchen. If it's 
literally just you don't want the bottom of your arm to wag when you wave 
goodbye, I mean, whatever. It can be anything because I feel like once 
you get in there it's a very natural progression where like you might just 
find that it is actually something bigger than you initially thought it was. It 
is actually something that has a potential to really change your life in a 
real profound way. If it just takes you like wanting to lose five pounds to 
get in the door then do it. I'm not going to say that's a bad thing to chase 
like start there, like start there.  

Steph G (host): Absolutely, so important, so important. I'm wondering, could you talk to us 
a little bit about this new project that you have going on?  

Taylor O: Yes. 

Steph G (host): Fill us in on what you're doing. 

Taylor O: I'm super excited about this. This is something that I've been wanting to 
put together in some capacity for a long time. When we're talking right 
now, the first round of this is about to launch in a couple of weeks. Then I 
think when this airs, it should be about to launch again in the turn of the 
New Year which is crazy by the way how soon that's coming.  



   
 

Steph G (host): I know, 2017 what happened? 

Taylor O: I know, it's crazy. I'm looking at my calendar and then we are almost 
there. Yeah, basically I mean the bare-bones of it, it's called the Nutrition 
Lab and the bare-bones of it is that it's everything that I know about 
nutrition whether it's like practical like how much to eat, or what kinds of 
food to eat, to the mindset portion of how to actually get yourself to 
navigate these choices on a consistent basis and build and make your 
relationship with your food better because I feel like so many people are 
fighting still, fighting, fighting, fighting with food and just going through 
some real introspection and some real hard work to get a better lens on 
your relationship with food.  

 It goes through the practical stuff, the mindset stuff, and then how to put 
all of this stuff into action to make it sustainable. It's this three modules 
that we go through over the course of five weeks. It's just like an in depth 
super comprehensive step by step plan. It's literally everything I know. It's 
literally ... I'm giving it all because I see and we were talking about this 
whole conversation I feel like there's such common sticking points for 
people and I just want to be able to work through it in more than like a 
blog post. This needs to be an intensive let's get in this, do this with me, 
commit to it and see where it can take you kind of thing. Yeah, I'm super 
excited about it.  

Steph G (host): That's awesome. We will be sure to link that in the show notes as well so 
if people are already there, they can hop over and learn all about when 
it's going to open. I'm thinking and this is weird because we record these 
shows, they are some times far in advance of what it actually airs so 
you're right. It's probably in between the two but we'll definitely link that up 
so folks can get in on the Nutrition Lab and all the stuff that you're doing 
with that. Sounds awesome.  

Taylor O: Thank you.  

Steph G (host): The last part of the show is rapid fire sess. 

Taylor O: Okay. 

Steph G (host): I always just love hearing what people are going to say. Okay. Are you 
ready? 

Taylor O: I don't know, I think. Yes.  

Steph G (host): An easy one, favorite food indulgence. 

Taylor O: Pizza. 

Steph G (host): Okay. 



   
 

Taylor O: No, yeah, pizza.  

Steph G (host): Okay. Game of Thrones, Dany and Jon Snow or Tormund and Lady 
Brienne, who do you want to see get together more? 

Taylor O: Wait, Jon Snow and who? 

Steph G (host): Daenerys Targaryen. 

Taylor O: Oh, yeah, them for sure. Oh my god. 

Steph G (host): Okay. 

Taylor O: Their fucking babies, are you kidding? Yes. 

Steph G (host): I guess we won't know what happens maybe even when this airs so we'll 
keep it in suspense. 

Taylor O: It's happening for sure. You see the way they look at each other? That's 
just happening. 

Steph G (host): All right. A song that you can't get out of your brain lately. 

Taylor O: Oh my goodness, I know because I've just ... "When the lights go out in 
the city," I wrote a blog post about who are you in the dark and then for 
some reason that's all I can think about.  

Steph G (host): That's an oldie.  

Taylor O: I know. 

Steph G (host): All right, favorite crossfit benchmark workout or lift. 

Taylor O: Diane, by far, hands down push ups. 

Steph G (host): Really? 

Taylor O: Deadlift is my jam. 

Steph G (host): Wow, I remember that you like deadlifts. 

Taylor O: I do, they haven't been feeling as strong for me lately, I don't know what's 
going on there but hands down push ups is by far the one thing I got in 
that gym and then deadlifts are my favorite so yeah, that's my favorite, I 
think my time is like 3 19. 

Steph G (host): That's amazing. 

Taylor O: It's my favorite. I love that one.  



   
 

Steph G (host): Oh my goodness. Then least favorite. 

Taylor O: Oh no, [crosstalk 00:49:58]. There's so many. 

Steph G (host): Least favorite right now.  

Taylor O: This is like so probably bad to say but I still, I really struggle with back 
squats. I really, I have a hard time on back squats. I don't like them.  

Steph G (host): All right. If I can watch and visit you, we'll work on that.  

Taylor O: Yes, gosh please teach me.  

Steph G (host): Area of personal development that you're really into lately. 

Taylor O: [Figuring 00:50:29] out who you are and I know that sounds like duh, 
that's the whole point but for example, Gretchen Rubin's concept of the 
Four Tendencies or Your Love Language or your Strengths Finder, any of 
these quizzes kind of thing that help you figure out how you navigate 
expectation and rules and disappointment a and all these kind of stuff I 
think has been huge for me and I would love learning about that.  

Steph G (host): All right, then a repeat question from 2015. In your opinion, the most 
important ingredient in building unbreakable humans. I don't know, it 
could have changed. You answer can change. I'll have to go back ... 

Taylor O: I don't even remember what I said last time. 

Steph G (host): That's good. 

Taylor O: Let's see, I think it is a ... I'm trying to find a really cool way to say it but 
what it boils down to is just believe in yourself. I mean, just thinking that 
you can do this and you got this, having that confidence and that just 
really kind of feeling good about you I think is it. I think that's it to 
everything honestly.  

Steph G (host): Wonderful. That was a fun one. Thank you. 

Taylor O: Thank you. This was awesome. I'm so happy to be back and yeah, thank 
you so much.  

Steph G (host): Quickly, let everybody know where they can find you online.  

Taylor O: Yes, my blog is shethrivesblog.com and on Instagram I'm 
@shethrivesblog. I do have a YouTube channel and Snapchat and all 
those kind of stuff that you can find all on my blog and on the Instagram 
channel. Did I just said the Instagram? I'm sorry. 

Steph G (host): The Instagram. That's okay. It's been a mind blowing morning. 



   
 

Taylor O: I mean, it has been, that's right. 

Steph G (host): We'll let you slide on that one.  

Taylor O: I'm staring at the sun.  

Steph G (host): We'll be sure to link all that up in the show notes as well so folks can go 
dive into everything that you're doing. This has just been so fun to have 
you back on the show. Thank you so much for coming back on Harder to 
Kill Radio, Taylor Gage of She Thrives. You're amazing and wonderful. 
Please keep sharing all of these deep thoughts that you're having and 
putting it out into the world because it's making me think and I'm sure it's 
doing that for other people so thank you. 

Taylor O: Thank you so much. This has been a pleasure. Thanks so much.  

Steph G (host): You're welcome. That is a wrap on episode 73 of Harder to Kill Radio. As 
always, you can grab the show notes for this episode including links to 
everything that Taylor and I discussed at stupideasypaleo.com. Again, 
look for episode 73. As always, I'd be so grateful to have your 
subscription and review on iTunes. It helps people who had never 
otherwise find this podcast to see it and to spread the good word and help 
the show grow in a very organic way. It would mean so much to me. You 
can do that on iTunes and just look for Harder to Kill Radio. Okay, until 
next week when I bring you another awesome and thought-provoking 
interview with another incredible guest. Have a great week, stay healthy, 
happy, and you know the rest, harder to kill. 
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